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The Synthesis

“It occurred to me by intuition, and music was the driving force behind that intuition.
My discovery was the rest of musical perception.” - Albert Einstein on his Theory of Relativity

The Purpose of Life (Quintessence)
LIFE is a manifold complex process of nature evoking the godly nature of AllどBeing どcreativityど ,
to revitalize the Hどuman, Uどniversal and Mどankind's Aどesthetic Nどature (H U MA N), with the
ultimate purpose of creating the Harmonious Human Being through generations /1).
The quintessence of This Life lies on
I. The social plane
II. The cultural plane
III. The Material plane
IV. The Spiritual plane
The interfaces at the transcendental edge are
V. The Human plane (emerging out of these four planes) and
VI. The Absolute plane (embedded interaction with all the planes)
(Planes: “the conjunctive syntheses”/2)
There are eight Dimensions making the Backbone of these Planes
(Dimensions: “the connective syntheses”/2)
1. The State & Laws
5. Mankind & Conscience
2. Community & Ethics
6. Nature & Religion
3. Family & Love
7. The Universe & Faith
4. The Human Being & Hope
8. God, The Absolute & Deliverance
There are manifold crossどsections between these dimensions interどcausing reciprocal inspiring
interactions.
(Crossどsections: reflective syntheses)
These Dimensions have their corresponding Axes (Strange Attractors of Meaning, SAM)/1;
(Axes: “the disjunctive Syntheses” /2):
1. Humanity (h )
5. Mass (m )
2. Intelligence/Consciousness (I )
6. Energy (E )
3. Music (q)
7. Light (c )
4. Destiny (D)
8. The Source (S)
Analogous to the Einstein theory of relativity, which is formulated
for the Material & Spiritual plane (in the Godly Hemisphere) by
E=mc2 ; Energy = Mass x (Speed of Light)2;
there may be a social reality which can be formulated by
I= hq2 ; Intelligence = Humanity x (Quality of Music)2
for the social & cultural plane (in the Human Hemisphere).
According to this Model, the Purpose of Life is HARMONY within and between the four Planes of Life
and achieving the corresponding Higher Objectives of Mankind:ど
Peace, Culture, Perfection/Wealth and Faith.
This will give birth to the godly HUMAN, the Destiny, ready to rejoin its Source.
The Present is however unhappy and full of disharmony. The unhappy present is due to this
disharmony within and between these planes of Life.
1)
2)

…Reformulated after an encounter with “complexity theory”….and further philosophical survey (cf. Original intuition, 1/2006).
“Connective, conjunctive and disjunctive syntheses” concepts from Kant, whitehead and Deleuze, as interpreted
by Steven Shaviro, http://www.shaviro.com; and my fourth one, what I call reflective syntheses

S- Source & I- Intelligence + D- Destiny & E- Energy

May Science make it to Perfection
With Time and Space,
New Dimension.
May Culture be pure and Human
Would History cease to be?
For new Culture, Peace and free,
Life is Faith and Faith in Life
For Infinity — Eternity,
Through Harmony
To the Point, the Destiny.
JOY! is the final Act!
Through high Hope -Deliverance,
It is real; for the Human to feel the Source.

HARMONY
መልክተ ቅላጼ
Be it Nature or Universe
With Mankind full of Wisdom
Where the state is History
And the Laws are Freedom.
Where faith and religion
Inspire pure Knowledge
Life for Heavon;
Is a challenge.
For perfection peace and culture.
JOY! is the final Act!
Through Harmony the glory purpose
The godly Human would touch the Source.

Interpreting the Harmony Model:
The Word. The Idea, I.e. the Source provides Peace and Perfection in
abundance, since it is necessarily full of them in

THAT BEYOND!
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THE SOURCE provides Peace and Perfection in abundance, since it is
necessarily full of them in

THAT BEYOND,
The Inconceivable and The Infallible Beyond.

These are however objectives to be cultivated and attained through
Science and History; for the Human Agency with its higher Destiny to
join the Source. The Human joins the symphony of the four with
Culture and Faith as the objectives at hand and at home to be
perfected in due course of Spacetime and developing Culture…

The Social Plane
Peace is circumscribed by the state, community and family as the
final structural state of affairs for the human.

The Social Plane
The interaction of the state, community and family is the march of
history which brings about peace in the heavenly structure.

The Human & The Absolute Planes
Heaven is the first variable of the center, the nucleus of creativity,
stretching through strings of spiritual deliverance, the mirror of
human hope. Heaven is an abstraction of a human peaceful social
space, where knowledge and insight, wisdom and freedom prevail.
-A sublime free social space of spiritual nature.

Spiritual Deliverance
•Peace

•Perfection

Heaven

Knowledge

Feedom

Wisdom
•Faith

•Culture

Human Hope

The Material Plane
The Perfection of creativity, which ends up in Wealth, is how the
source manifests itself in the human. Through the process of science;
mankind, nature and the universe become objects of investigation to
come to the final center of knowledge. - Knowledge the second variable
of the nucleus of creativity.

The Material Plane

The Cultural Plane
Culture is the fundament of peaceful intercommunication of the
human by means of rules and laws of the state, ethics of the
community and love pertaining to the family. Through the
development of human culture, freedom, the third variable of the
center would be achieved.

The Cultural Plane

The Spiritual Plane
Faith is the initiator of creativity, in tandem with the wealth of
perfection. Faith, religion and conscience interact in a heavenly space
to determine the objective of faith for the human, which makes
wisdom, the fourth variable of the nucleus, the center of creativity.

The Spiritual Plane

The Human with hope as the principle of life, the fifth variable of the
center, has a destiny envisaged by the source, the origin of life.
There is nothing in life which cannot be subsumed in the

Harmony Model.
In short:
I.

Peace as the edge to be achieved, or Heaven to be envisaged at
the Center; the state, community and family make the structural being
of the social plane.

II.

Culture as the edge to be cultivated and developed, or Freedom
to be achieved at the Center; rule of laws, ethics and love define the
subjective aspects of the cultural plane. -The social and the cultural
planes providing intelligence as the primary Axis and attractor of
meaning to the human hemisphere.

Wealth, the Perfection of creativity as the edge to be achieved, or
III.
Knowledge to be perfected at the Center; the universe, nature and
mankind make the fundamental substance of the material plane.
Faith as the edge of the human objective or Wisdom to be
IV.
contemplatively achieved at the Center; faith, religion and conscience
of the human circumscribe the conscious magnitude of the spiritual
plane. -The material and the spiritual planes encorporate energy as
the fundamental attractor of meaning and the primary axis of the
godly hemisphere.
V.

The fifth, the transcendental plane of the human working on its
Destiny with Hope (LIGHT) as the principle of life, to touch the source
synthetically interacts at all levels with all the four planes. - The
human in the social, the material, the cultural and the spiritual
planes.

The sixth, the transcendental plane of the absolute, GOD, the
VI.
Source with the ultimate principle of Deliverance to save the human,
interacts at all levels with all the five planes through the agency of the
human plane. – The absolute plane under mutational interrelation
with the human plane.

THAT BEYOND!
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My discovery was the rest of musical perception. - Albert Einstein on his Theory of Relativity
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The quintessence of This Life lies on
I. The social plane
II. The cultural plane
III. The Material plane
IV. The Spiritual plane
The interfaces at the transcendental edge are
V. The Human plane (emerging out of these four planes) and
VI. The Absolute plane (embedded interaction with all the planes)
(Planes: the conjunctive syntheses/2)
There are eight Dimensions making the Backbone of these Planes
(Dimensions: the connective syntheses/2)
1. The State & Laws
5. Mankind & Conscience
2. Community & Ethics
6. Nature & Religion
3. Family & Love
7. The Universe & Faith
4. The Human Being & Hope
8. God, The Absolute & Deliverance
There are manifold crossどsections between these dimensions interどcausing reciprocal inspiring
interactions.
(Crossどsections: reflective syntheses)
These Dimensions have their corresponding Axes (Strange Attractors of Meaning, SAM)/1;
(Axes: the disjunctive Syntheses /2):
1. Humanity (h )
5. Mass (m )
2. Intelligence/Consciousness (I )
6. Energy (E )
3. Music (q)
7. Light (c )
4. Destiny (D)
8. The Source (S)
Analogous to the Einstein theory of relativity, which is formulated
for the Material & Spiritual plane (in the Godly Hemisph ere) by
E=mc2 ; Energy = Mass x (Speed of Light) 2;
there may be a social reality which can be formulated by
I= hq2 ; Intelligence = Humanity x (Quality of Music)2
for the social & cultural plane (in the Human Hemis phere).
According to this Model, the Purpose of Life is HARMONY within and between the four Planes of Life
and achieving the corresponding Higher Objectives of Mankind:ど
Peace, Culture, Perfection/Wealth and Faith.
This will give birth to the godly HUMAN, the Destiny, ready to rejoin its Source.
The Present is however unhappy and full of disharmo ny. The unhappy present is due to this
disharmony within and between these planes of Life.
1)
2)

Reformulated after an encounter with complexity theory .and further philosophical survey (cf. Origi nal intuition, 1/2006).
Connective, conjunctive and disjunctive syntheses concepts from Kant, whitehead and Deleuze, as interpreted
by Steven Shaviro, http://www.shaviro.com; and my fourth one, what I call reflective syntheses

Figure 1- The Lorentz attractor (for dt=0.02, a=5, b=15, c=1).

The Four Planes of the Harmony Model can be represented in 3 dimensions (x,y,z) of their
corresponding sections …virtualized through “time”as the fourth-variable”:

I. The Social Plane in “state, community and family”
II. The Cultural Plane in “laws, ethics and love”
III. The Material Plane in “universe, nature and mankind”
IV. The Spiritual Plane in “faith, religion and conscience”

A possible interpretation of the Harm
Harmony
ony Model under the parlance of
“Complexity Theory”.
The relation of elements (e) to attractors (r): r == e

1/2

(the square‐root of “e”)

i.e. e = r 2 (See following note )
Harmony Model assuming to be based on the Lorenz/strange attractors model

Attractors (q, c);

Elements (I, E)

additional singular variables (m, h)

E = mc2

I = hq2

q: attractor, cumulated out of myriad cultural variables
c: attractor, cumulated out of myriad energy variables

---Towards the ultimate harmony---

---The strangest attractor of all attractors of meanings--“BwO”

A Note on the Relation of “Intelligence” to
“quality of music/aesthetics” ; I = h q2
Intelligence is the capacity of reflection in as many dimensions as possible, to unfold
the laws of nature and learn how it works , in order to elevate the life quality
of mankind, in coherence with nature, possibly by a process of attaining universal
and cosmic consciousness, which mostly escapes our awareness.
These dimensions of thoughts and reflections have their attractors of meanings, which
can be mathematically cumulated and be expressed in metric terms in a form of
topology. According to the science of complexity theory it is statistically observed that
the relation of the elements to their attractors, can be determined or be approximated
in a mathematical expression. That is: There are as many attractors as the square root
of the elements, which would be attracted by the very same attractors (cf. Fritjof Capra).
I.e. If there are “r” attractors for a given topology of a phenomena , there are a square
root of a corresponding elments attracted by the former.
Expressed algebaric, >>>>> r == square-root of “e”
In other words mathematically reformulated, there are r to the power of 2 (r square)
attractors, which can be correlated to “e” elements.
2

e == r
This fact applied to the phenomena of “ Collective Intelligence, I”, with all the dimensions,
“r” to which it would be attracted, can then be summed up as
2

>>>>>>>>> Intelligence, I == r .
If we take “q” to be the cumulated amount of...all the attractors, r.....we would then get
2

Intelligence, I == q X q ( i.e. I= q )
Considering the human factor of history,...humanity, h.... specially in the dimension of
the achievement of peace and humanitarian values and quality, as a co-efficient which
would relativate the quality of “Intelligence” we would get,
2

Intelligence, I == humanity, h X q .
For me the cumulated factor, q for attractors, -the dimensions of reflection capacity
- is CULTURE; culture expressed as the “quality of music”, - “the aesthetics of the vibration” the strangest attractor of all the cultural, natural and social attractors of meanings for the
“Human Hemisphere” (Correlated to the strong force at the micro-particle level, see above)..
Like the speed of light, c expressed in--- “the world of Einstein” :2

>>>>>>>>> Energy, E = mc for the “Godly Hemisphere”.
Besides the geometrical visualisation of the harmony model, I would say THIS explains
in short..... the central thesis of the “Harmony model”

-->>> I = h * q2 <<<---To make it simple....as Einstein suggested...and is convinced on the elegance of the
laws of nature. Thus...................“Make it simple but not less simple!”
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